
CRITICAL THINKING FOR NURSING STUDENTS

Nursing clinical instructors know that students face difficulties in making decisions related to clinical practice. The main
critical thinking skills in.

Nurse and patient, realizing that they can make choices based on these assumptions, can work together for a
common acceptable nursing plan  No, one masters it by gathering the knowledge, watching a demo, getting
the right supplies, and practicing on a manikin until feeling competent enough to get checked off by the
teacher. To figure things out we need to enter into the thinking of the other person and then to comprehend as
best we can the structure of their thinking. Integrity Use of critical thinking to mentally intact individuals
question their knowledge and beliefs quickly and thoroughly and cause the knowledge of others so that they
are willing to admit and appreciate inconsistencies of both their own beliefs and the beliefs of the others. Can
a student catheterize someone by hearing a lecture on it? Creative thinking, a combination of imagination and
knowledge, can also be helpful in understanding solutions that have failed and coming up with new ideas. In
order to acquire such skills, students need to develop critical thinking ability, as well as an understanding of
how judgments and decisions are reached in complex healthcare environments. Critical thinkers are able to
look at their biases and do not let them compromise their thinking processes. Critical thinking is an essential
process for the safe, efficient and skillful nursing practice. The educator who give it knows it. Is the
information relevant, reliable and credible? The nurse takes into account the views of both the younger and
older family members. Impartiality Those who apply critical thinking are independent in different ways, based
on evidence and not panic or personal and group biases. The problem, question, concern or issue being
discussed or thought about by the thinker. To think like a nurse requires that we learn the content of nursing;
the ideas, concepts and theories of nursing and develop our intellectual capacities and skills so that we become
disciplined, self-directed, critical thinkers. Dillon Beach, CA: Author:  So, those who apply critical thinking
are willing to admit they do not know something and believe that what we all consider rectum cannot always
be true, because new evidence may emerge. Some of these skills are applied in patient care, via the framework
known as the Nursing Process. The steps of the nursing process are assessment, diagnosis, planning,
implementation, evaluation. Nursing students in order to learn and apply critical thinking should develop
independence of thought, fairness, perspicacity in personal and social level, humility, spiritual courage,
integrity, perseverance, self-confidence, interest for research and curiosity. The aim of the study is to present
the basic skills of critical thinking, to highlight critical thinking as a essential skill for nursing education and a
fundamental skill for decision making in nursing practice.


